
Hospitality Solutions 
ngena Wi-Fi as a Service

Wi-Fi as a Service is now “at your service” with ngena

Hospitality enterprises may still view Wi-Fi as an expected cost without much 
return on investment (ROI). Guests expect free, easily accessible Wi -Fi and 
from an enterprise point of view, wireless offerings are also a great way to 
build good customer relationships and loyalty to your hotel establishment 
and brand.

ngena has added an innovative, new Wi-Fi solution to its platform of network  
solutions to establish a new and dramatically affordable threshold for facility-
wide, consistent wireless access connectivity while reducing OPEX by up to 
90% and CAPEX up to 30x. Hospitality venues can provide guests with free, 
enterprise-class, reliable, secure, and consistent interactive connectivity 
without breaking the bank, transforming wireless connectivity from a cost 
center into a revenue-generating and cost savings asset.

The challenges of Wi-Fi for the hospitality    
industry       

www.ngena.net

Like running water, electricity, and a clean bed, guests demand strong and free wireless connectivity wherever they travel as an integral part of their stay. But what if 
your enterprise could get even more return on investment out of your Wi-Fi offering? ngena is leading the way with Wi-Fi that works harder for you and your customers.

Transform wireless from an operational cost to 
a solution with benefits

ngena wireless, driven by their machine learning, with an AI-core, provides 
significant business operations advantages for the hospitality establishments, 
and by extension, their guests, including:

Key Benefits       
Designed to continuously extract cost and operational 
complexity, reducing OPEX by up to 90% and CAPEX up 
to 30x. 

AI-core, true virtualization, SDN and open systems 
drives “ lights-out ”, automated, hardware-flexible, 
24x7 access network orchestration.

Freedom for enterprise organizations from lock-in to 
expensive, burdensome, proprietary vendor systems. 

High levels of agility and scalability in access 
deployment.

Our Wi-Fi lowers total cost of ownership to deliver a  
faster ROI.

We added Wi - Fi to our intuitive platform with our 
partners and customers in mind, for ease of use to 
manage your customer’s entire wireless network. 

Discover Wi-Fi that works for you that you can operate  
with ease. Contact us today to see how easy it is with a 

free, personalized demo.

Wireless from ngena is a perfect fit for the hospitality industry
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about ngena
ngena is the only global end-to-end orchestrated SD-WAN as a Service 
company and the first to offer a technology agnostic platform that 
supports pre-built configurations for fast and secure deployment using 
its SD-WAN Connectivity Platform as a Service. ngena’s solution utilizes 
cutting-edge technology that helps customers provide comprehensive, 
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Key Features   
Automated and cloud- based, virtualized hardware-
agnostic solution.

Seamless, “ single-pane-of-glass ” management portal 
and analytics dashboard.

Seamlessly extends corporate use and security policies to 
the remotely accessed network: 

       Persistently secure VPN connection

       Radius WPA 2 enterprise functionality

Seamless API integration.

Even with multiple locations around the world, we can help you connect 
state of the art enterprise Wi-Fi at a fraction of the cost of most proprietary 
vendors. IT teams, managers, and leaders can easily access control of 
your entire Wi-Fi network straight from an office computer or mobile 
device from anywhere, at any time. In just a few clicks of a button, node 
provisioning can occur in minutes. No matter where you are connecting, 
ngena has you covered.

ngena offers hotels and other visitor stay locations the best in secure, 
reliable wireless services that can be customized to your needs and 
connected in a simple, streamlined fashion. Take the complex out of the 
operational complexities of managing and running your wireless network 
with the experts at ngena. 

We continue to deliver on the promise of being one multi-tech source 
offering the best in end-to-end network connectivity solutions for 
hospitality venues of all sizes. And now, ngena delivers the highest quality 
of wi-fi services to simplify your network operations, at a high value to cost 
ratio for your operational convenience. 

Contact us today to get started with ngena Wi-Fi!

Setup is simple! Select Wi-Fi from the ngena connect. platform to Enhance 
your connectivity, Deploy network access nodes with ease, and Operate 
with efficiency, with just a few clicks from our easy-to-use platform interface.

Our Wi-Fi delivers real-
time, visual maps 
about traffic habits 
and network health. 
Now you can run a 
more efficient, secure 
wireless network - all 
from a cloud-based, 
end-to-end solution.
What’s not to love? Your 
guests will love it too.

ngena is a global company with business operations in the United 
States, Latin America, Europe, and Asia. To learn more, please visit: 
www.ngena.net.

fully automated, and easy-to-use cloud services worldwide.        

https://www.ngena.net/en/products/wireless/

